Joint Inversion of Direct Current Resistivity, Radio-Magnetotelluric and
Seismic Refraction Data: its implementation on hydrogeological problems
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SUMMARY

Direct Current Resistivity, Radio-magnetotelluric and Seismic Refraction method was used by some researchers
in the solution of hydrogeological problems and the collected data inverted with individual inversion algorithms.
Resistivity and velocity models obtained from individual inversion algorithms interpreted simultaneously. We
developed a new joint inversion algorithm for Direct Current Resistivity, Radio-magnetotelluric and Seismic
Refraction data based on cross gradient approach. In addition, we proposed a new data weighting matrix to
stabilize the convergence behavior of the inversion algorithms. To evaluate the performance of developed joint
inversion algorithm, we used both synthetic and field data. Our results showed that more unique
hydrogeological scenario was obtained especially in high conductive media with the developed joint inversion
algorithm using proposed data weighting matrix.
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FIELD DATA

Bafra is a delta plain, which is located on the middle part of the Black Sea coast in Samsun-Turkey (Fig-3).
Kızılırmak river passes through the plain in N-S direction. Because of that plain mainly consists of slightly sloped
alluvium formations. The alluvium around the flooding area consists of sandy and silty gravels. The origin of the
gravel basically comes from volcanic rocks and limestones. The alluvium field out of the flooding area is
characterized by silty-clay, sandy-clay and clay minerals. Bafra plain involves two permeable geologic units and
aquifer levels. Also, there was a borehole very close to our investigation area with approximately 21m depth.
Five geological units are defined.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years various techniques have been proposed to jointly invert data sets obtained from different
geophysical methods. Nowadays most accepted approach for joint inversion is structural approach (Haber and
Oldenburg 1997; Gallardo and Meju 2003).

In many hydrogeological investigations, DCR and SR methods were often used (Choudhury et al. 2001; Abdalla et
al. 2010) and jointly inverted to determine lithology and hydrogeology of the medium (Hamdan and Vafidis
2013). Especially, determination of resistive unit under the conductive unit is generally hard with using DCR
method. Because of that, to improve the resistivity image quality, many researchers proposed the joint usage of
Electric and EM methods (Candansayar and Tezkan 2008). In this study, we used Radio-magnetotelluric (RMT)
method to improve the resolution of resistivity model parameters. Thus, in our joint inversion algorithm not only
resistivity model parameters but also velocity model parameters affected positively from this improvement.

Fig-2:Location map of the study area showing the
SR, DCR, RMT profile and sounding location.
Soil(0-2.2m)

Fig-4:Field data application: a1-b1-c1) Individual inversion results, a2-b2-c2)
Joint inversion results with standard data weight, a3-b3-c3) Joint inversion
results of proposed weighting operator for SR, DCR and RMT methods,
respectively.
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Nowadays, the most discussed topic on joint inversion algorithms is to obtain more stable results. Many
researchers discussed their joint inversion algorithm results with different weighting approaches (Athanasiou et
al. 2007; Gallardo et al. 2012; Lochbühler et al. 2013). In this study, we proposed and discussed the effect of new
weighting operator to stabilize the convergence behavior of the joint inversion algorithms.
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Fig-3:Sounding Log

Individual Inversion
After the minimization of the objective function, parameter correction Δmx (x depicts DCR, RMT and SR
methods), is given as follows:
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Data weighting matrix
Sensitivity (Jacobean) matrix
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Differences between measured and calculated data
Parameter correction vector
Regularization parameter

In our individual inversion algorithms, parameter correction vector was solved using QR factorization and
regularization parameter αx calculated by using cooling approximation (Candansayar 2008).
Joint Inversion with using Structural Constraints
The mathematical formulation of this approach was introduced by Haber and Oldenburg (1997). According to
this approach, the different physical parameters affect each other simultaneously. Nowadays, the most used
approach is Cross Gradient Function introduced by Gallardo and Meju (2003). This function is used as a
regularization parameter of objective function and as a result of the minimization of objective function, the
parameter correction vector given as below;
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Fig-8:SR data measured and calculated data
fittings for: a2) Individual inversion results,
b2) Joint inversion results with standard data
weight, c2) Joint inversion results of proposed
weighting operator, respectively.

Data Collection Settings:
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Ω cross gradients for all cells making up the model
B derivatives of Ω with respect to the model parameters

Data Weighting Matrix in Joint Inversion
In joint inversion algorithms, many researchers proposed different weighting matrix (Lochbühler et al. 2013;
Athanasiou et al. 2007). In this study, we proposed a new data weighting matrix given as below;
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 1
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Nx

 jx 

First, we discussed our results with proposed data weighting matrix with equal balancing operator (ax=1) for all
method (kSR=2.87,kDCR=3.44,kRMT=1). With this approximation, we only normalized the effect of data size. Visible
improvement on conductive and resistive parameters was seen in joint inversion result of resistivity model. Also,
similar improvements can be seen in velocity model parameters.
With our proposed data weighting matrix, not only effect of
different methods but also different physical parameters
balanced in joint inversion algorithm. Due to the use of this
weighting matrix, significant improvement especially in
velocity model can be occur. This improvement influenced the
solution of resistivity parameters in positive direction. Also
amplitude and position of the resistivity and velocity model
parameters was very close to synthetic model compared to
other solution results.
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CONCLUSIONS

The main highlights of this study can be given as follows:
 A new joint inversion algorithm for SR, DCR and RMT data was developed and the results was discussed with
using synthetic and field data study. With the joint usage of these method, near surface and deeper
structures were better solved if one compare with the real model in synthetic data inversion.
 DCR method is mainly affected from resistive and RMT method is mainly influenced from conductive
structures. Amplitude of the resistive and conductive model parameters can be obtained very close to real
resistivity of subsurface structures with the joint usage of these two methods. The increased resolutions of
resistivity model parameters affected the solution of velocity model parameters in positive direction and vice
a versa.
 We proposed and used a new data weighting matrix into the developed joint inversion algorithm. Thus, the
solution of model parameters affected from all methods in equal rate. Joint inversion results of synthetic and
field data was confirmed our suggestions especially in high conductive media.
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Fig-1:a1-b1-c1) Synthetic test models (Gallardo and Meju, 2004), a2-b2-c2)
Individual inversion results, a3-b3-c3) Joint inversion results with standard
data weight, a4-b4-c4) Joint inversion results of proposed weighting
operator for SR, DCR and RMT methods, respectively.
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Thus, each data set and each different physical parameter used in joint inversion algorithm was normalized in
order to affect the solution of model parameters at the same rate by this multiplication.
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Fig-7:Field data pseudo-sections
for DCR method, a) Measured
data, b) Individual inversion, c)
Joint inversion with standard data
weight, d) Joint inversion with
proposed weighting operator

Fig-9:Field data pseudo-sections for RMT method:
pseudosection of measured data, individual
inversion, Joint inversion with standard data weight
and Joint inversion with proposed weighting operator
(respectively): a1. b1. c1. d1. TE mode apparent
resistivity, a2. b2. c2. d2. TM mode apparent
resistivity a3. b3. c3. d3. TE mode impedance phase,
a4. b4. c4. d4. TM mode impedance phase
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